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Combining cues in contour orientation discrimination, 3081
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The invariance of directional tuning with contrast and coherence, 903
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Low contrast vision function predicts subsequent acuity loss in an aged population: the SKI study, 2317
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Suppressive eﬀect of sustained low-contrast adaptation followed by transient high-contrast on peripheral target
detection, 449
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Contrast-reversing global-motion stimuli reveal local interactions between ﬁrst- and second-order motion signals,
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CONTRAST SENSITIVITY
Center-surround interactions in visual motion processing during binocular rivalry, 1635
Characterization of mouse cortical spatial vision, 3411
Detection of contour continuity and closure in three-months-old, 2981
3D shape-contingent processing of luminance gratings, 1079
Dynamic allocation of visual attention during the execution of sequences of saccades, 1469
Eﬀect of positive and negative defocus on contrast sensitivity in myopes and non-myopes, 1869
The eﬀect of spatial cues on visual sensitivity, 1209
Eﬀects of contrast and size on orientation discrimination, 57
Facilitation of contrast detection in near-peripheral vision, 3193
Glass pattern studies of local and global processing of contrast variations, 2629
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Higher-contrast is preferred to equal-contrast in stereo-matching, 775
Modeling divergence in luminance and chromatic detection performance across measured divergence in surfperch
(Embiotocidae) habitats, 1127
Orientation discrimination across the visual ﬁeld: matching perceived contrast near threshold, 2719
‘‘Pop-out’’ of targets modulated in luminance or colour: the eﬀect of intrinsic and extrinsic uncertainty, 1227
Preserved gain control for luminance contrast during binocular rivalry suppression, 3065
Putting order into the development of sensitivity to global motion, 2403
In search of an elusive hard threshold: a test of observer’s ability to order sub-threshold stimuli, 287
CORNEA
A paraxial schematic eye model for the growing C57BL/6 mouse, 1857
CORTEX
Center-surround antagonism in spatial vision: Retinal or cortical locus? 2457
Characterization of mouse cortical spatial vision, 3411
Comparison of diﬀerent models of orientation selectivity based on distinct intracortical inhibition rules, 1641
Curvature population coding for complex shapes in human vision, 2815
Detection of contour continuity and closure in three-months-old, 2981
Eﬀects of contrast and size on orientation discrimination, 57
Electrophysiological correlates of lateral interactions in human visual cortex, 1659
Experience-dependent development of feedforward and feedback circuits between lower and higher areas of mouse
visual cortex, 3389
Intrinsic connections in tree shrew V1 imply a global to local mapping, 857
A laminar cortical model for 3D perception of slanted and curved surfaces and of 2D images: development,
attention, and bistability, 1147
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A neurodynamical cortical model of visual attention and invariant object recognition, 621
Psychophysical receptive ﬁelds of edge detection mechanisms, 795
Swept contrast visual evoked potentials and their plasticity following monocular deprivation in mice, 3381
Temporal and spatial congruence of components of motion-onset evoked responses investigated by whole-head
magneto-electroencephalography, 119
A visual motion sensor based on the properties of V1 and MT neurons, 1733
CROWDING
Adaptation to apparent motion in crowding condition, 925
Crowding under scotopic conditions, 963
Local and non-local deﬁcits in amblyopia: acuity and spatial interactions, 3099
Magnocellular involvement in ﬂanked-letter identiﬁcation relates to the allocation of attention, 1927
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Combining cues in contour orientation discrimination, 3081
Combining depth cues: eﬀects upon accuracy and speed of performance in a depth-ordering task, 557
No evidence for sequential eﬀects of the interaction of stereo and motion cues in judgements of perceived shape, 483
CURVATURE
Curvature population coding for complex shapes in human vision, 2815
Perceptual biases in the interpretation of 3D shape from shading, 2135
Sensitivity to curvatures in orientation-based texture segmentation, 257
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DEPTH PERCEPTION
An integrative model of binocular vision: a stereo model utilizing interocularly unpaired points produces both depth
and binocular rivalry, 2367
Apparent 3-D image perceived from luminance-modulated two 2-D images displayed at diﬀerent depths, 785
Asymmetry between horizontal and vertical illusory lines in determining the depth of their embedded surface, 2621
Combining depth cues: eﬀects upon accuracy and speed of performance in a depth-ordering task, 557
Depth-dependent blur adaptation, 113
Depth-dependent contrast gain-control, 685
Depth perception from second-order-motion stimuli yoked to head movement, 2945
3D ﬂash lag illusion, 1981
3D shape-contingent processing of luminance gratings, 1079
Illusory contours and surfaces without amodal completion and depth stratiﬁcation, 1851
Illusory surfaces aﬀect the integration of local motion signals, 297
Interpolating sampled contours in 3D: perturbation analyses, 815
A laminar cortical model for 3D perception of slanted and curved surfaces and of 2D images: development,
attention, and bistability, 1147
No evidence for sequential eﬀects of the interaction of stereo and motion cues in judgements of perceived shape, 483
Perceiving depth order during pursuit eye movement, 3025
Perceptual biases in the interpretation of 3D shape from shading, 2135
Slant or occlusion: global factors resolve stereoscopic ambiguity in sets of horizontal lines, 2359
Spatial integration in structure from motion, 3001
Spatial-scale interaction in human stereoscopic vision in response to sustained and transient stimuli, 563
DETECTION THRESHOLD
Eﬀects on orientation perception of manipulating the spatio-temporal prior probability of stimuli, 2349
Event-related potential correlates of judgment categories and detection sensitivity in a visual detection task, 763
Factors limiting suprathreshold vision measured by a ﬂash–sound simultaneity paradigm, 2577
Pattern detection: interactions between oriented and concentric patterns, 915
In search of an elusive hard threshold: a test of observer’s ability to order sub-threshold stimuli, 287
Visual transients without feature changes are suﬃcient for the percept of a change, 2233
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DEVELOPMENT
Adenylate Cyclase 1 dependent reﬁnement of retinotopic maps in the mouse, 3357
Biochemical and anatomical subdivision of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus in normal mice and in mice lacking
the b2 subunit of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, 3365
Children with dyslexia: evidence for visual attention deﬁcits in perception of rapid sequences of objects, 2521
Comparison of plasticity and development of mouse optokinetic and vestibulo-ocular reﬂexes suggests diﬀerential
gain control mechanisms, 3419
Detection of contour continuity and closure in three-month-olds, 2981
Developmental defects in Rb-deﬁcient retinae, 3323
Distribution of short-wavelength-sensitive cones in human fetal and postnatal retina: early development of spatial
order and density proﬁles, 2019
Experience-dependent development of feedforward and feedback circuits between lower and higher areas of mouse
visual cortex, 3389
Expression of kynurenine aminotransferases in the rat retina during development, 1
L-type calcium channel agonist induces correlated depolarizations in mice lacking the b2 subunit nAChRs, 3347
A paraxial schematic eye model for the growing C57BL/6 mouse, 1857
Putting order into the development of sensitivity to global motion, 2403
Retinoic acid signals the direction of ocular elongation in the guinea pig eye, 643
Sensitivity to linear-speed-gradient of radial expansion ﬂow in infancy, 3111
Swept contrast visual evoked potentials and their plasticity following monocular deprivation in mice, 3381
Treatment of astigmatism-related amblyopia in 3- to 5-year-old children, 1623
Visual experience and maturation of retinal synaptic pathways, 3307
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Analysis of L-cone/M-cone visual pigment gene arrays in Japanese males with protan color-vision deﬁciency, 2241
Modeling color percepts of dichromats, 2843
Modeling divergence in luminance and chromatic detection performance across measured divergence in surfperch
(Embiotocidae) habitats, 1127
Topographical cone photopigment gene expression in deutan-type red-green color vision defects, 135
DIPLOPIA. see BINOCULAR VISION
DIRECTIONAL SENSITIVITY. see MOTION PERCEPTION, DIRECTIONAL
SENSITIVITY
DISPARITY. see BINOCULAR VISION; STEREOPSIS
DRIVING PERFORMANCE
Inﬂuence of age, speed and duration of monotonous driving task in traﬃc on the driver’s useful visual ﬁeld, 2737
DYSLEXIA
Children with dyslexia: evidence for visual attention deﬁcits in perception of rapid sequences of objects, 2521
Is the perception of brightness diﬀerent in poor readers? 221
Magnocellular involvement in ﬂanked-letter identiﬁcation relates to the allocation of attention, 1927
Sequential spatial frequency discrimination is consistently impaired among adult dyslexics, 1047
Wider recognition in peripheral vision common to diﬀerent subtypes of dyslexia, 2413
ECCENTRICITY. see PERIPHERAL VISION
EDGE DETECTION. see CONTOUR PERCEPTION
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Editorial, 1731
The mouse visual system: from photoreceptors to cortex, 3233
Visual Attention, 1189
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Atypical multifocal ERG responses in patients with diseases aﬀecting the photoreceptors, 2867
From candelas to photoisomerizations in the mouse eye by rhodopsin bleaching in situ and the light-rearing
dependence of the major components of the mouse ERG, 3235
A circadian clock regulates the process of ERG b- and d-wave dominance transition in dark-adapted zebraﬁsh, 2147
Contribution of rod and cone pathways to the dark-adapted electroretinogram (ERG) b-wave following retinal
degeneration in RCS rats, 2467
Dopaminergic modulation of photopic temporal transfer properties in goldﬁsh retina investigated with the ERG,
2067
ERG rod a-wave in Oguchi disease, 535
GABAc receptor-mediated inhibition in the retina, 3289
The multifocal pattern electroretinogram in glaucoma, 103
Pigment epithelial changes in a strain of pigmented rabbits with low ERG b-wave amplitudes, 99
The relationship between full ﬁeld electroretinogram and perimetry-like visual thresholds in RCS rats during
photoreceptor degeneration and rescue by cell transplants, 9
Results from screening over 9000 mutation-bearing mice for defects in the electroretinogram and appearance of the
fundus, 3335
S-cone, L + M-cone, and pattern, electroretinograms in ocular hypertension and glaucoma, 2749
In vivo studies of signaling in rod pathways of the mouse using the electroretinogram, 3253
EMMETROPIZATION
Retinoic acid signals the direction of ocular elongation in the guinea pig eye, 643
ENCEPHALOGRAM
New method for detecting misrouted retinofugal ﬁbers in humans with albinism by magnetoencephalography, 1033
Temporal and spatial congruence of components of motion-onset evoked responses investigated by whole-head
magneto-electroencephalography, 119
ENUCLEATION
Global shape discrimination at reduced contrast in enucleated observers, 943
EVENT-RELATED POTENTIALS
Event-related potential correlates of judgment categories and detection sensitivity in a visual detection task, 763
Processing of one, two or four natural scenes in humans: the limits of parallelism, 877
EVOKED MAGNETIC RESPONSE
New method for detecting misrouted retinofugal ﬁbers in humans with albinism by magnetoencephalography, 1033
Temporal and spatial congruence of components of motion-onset evoked responses investigated by whole-head
magneto-electroencephalography, 119
EVOKED POTENTIALS
Eﬀect of adaptation direction on the motion VEP and perceived speed of drifting gratings, 2381
Eﬀect of stimulus localisation on motion-onset VEP, 2989
Electrophysiological correlates of lateral interactions in human visual cortex, 1659
Event-related potential correlates of judgment categories and detection sensitivity in a visual detection task, 763
Swept contrast visual evoked potentials and their plasticity following monocular deprivation in mice, 3381
Texture segregation in traumatic brain injury – a VEP study, 2835
EYE DOMINANCE
Relative image size, not eye position, determines eye dominance switches, 229
EYE MOVEMENTS
Correlations between ﬁxation stability and visual motion sensitivity, 751
The eﬀects of eye movements, spatial attention, and stimulus features on inattentional blindness, 3211
Path perception during rotation: inﬂuence of instructions, depth range, and dot density, 1879
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Relative image size, not eye position, determines eye dominance switches, 229
Tenotomy and congenital nystagmus: a failure to answer the wrong question, 3091 (letter)
Tenotomy and congenital nystagmus: a null result is not a failure, for ‘‘It is not the answer that enlightens, but the
question,’’ 3095 (reply to letter)
EYE MOVEMENTS, OPTOKINETIC
Changes in ocular torsion position produced by a single visual line rotating around the line of sight––visual
‘‘entrainment’’ of ocular torsion, 397
Comparison of plasticity and development of mouse optokinetic and vestibulo-ocular reﬂexes suggests diﬀerential
gain control mechanisms, 3419
Eﬀects of spatial arrangement of visual stimulus on inverted self-motion perception induced by the foreground
motion: examination of OKN-suppression hypothesis, 1951
Oculomotor control in asymptomatic and recently diagnosed individuals with the genetic marker for Huntington’s
disease, 2729
Using eye movements to assess brain function in mice, 3401
EYE MOVEMENTS, SACCADIC
Characteristics of saccadic intrusions, 2675
Contrast dependency of saccadic compression and suppression, 2327
Decision and metrics of reﬁxations in reading isolated words, 2009
Dynamic allocation of visual attention during the execution of sequences of saccades, 1469
Eye movements in reading isolated words: evidence for strong biases towards the center of the screen, 321
Eye movements when reading disappearing text: is there a gap eﬀect in reading? 1013
The inﬂuence of spatial frequency and contrast on saccade latencies, 2597
Inhibition-of-return and oculomotor interference, 1485
Models of the mechanism underlying perceived location of a perisaccadic ﬂash, 2799
Oculomotor control in asymptomatic and recently diagnosed individuals with the genetic marker for Huntington’s
disease, 2729
Programming of double-step saccade sequences: modulation by cognitive control, 2707
On the role of frontal eye ﬁeld in guiding attention and saccades, 1453
Spontaneous eye movements in goldﬁsh: oculomotor integrator performance, plasticity, and dependence on visual
feedback, 711
Target selection and the superior colliculus: goals, choices and hypotheses, 1445
Visual Attention, 1189 (editorial)
Visual information transfer across eye movements in the monkey, 2901
EYE MOVEMENTS, SMOOTH PURSUIT
Attenuation of perceived motion smear during vergence and pursuit tracking, 895
Eye-position dependence of torsional velocity during interaural translation, horizontal pursuit, and yaw-axis
rotation in humans, 613
Oculomotor control in asymptomatic and recently diagnosed individuals with the genetic marker for Huntington’s
disease, 2729
Perceiving depth order during pursuit eye movement, 3025
Symmetrical horizontal vergence contributes to the asymmetrical pursuit of targets in depth, 3015
Target selection and the superior colliculus: goals, choices and hypotheses, 1445
EYE MOVEMENTS, TORSIONAL
Changes in ocular torsion position produced by a single visual line rotating around the line of sight – visual
‘‘entrainment’’ of ocular torsion, 397
Convergence reduces ocular counterroll (OCR) during static roll-tilt, 2825
Eye-position dependence of torsional velocity during interaural translation, horizontal pursuit, and yaw-axis
rotation in humans, 613
EYE MOVEMENTS, VERGENCE
Attenuation of perceived motion smear during vergence and pursuit tracking, 895
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Convergence reduces ocular counterroll (OCR) during static roll-tilt, 2825
Small foveal targets for studies of accommodation and the Stiles–Crawford eﬀect, 2757
Spontaneous eye movements in goldﬁsh: oculomotor integrator performance, plasticity, and dependence on visual
feedback, 711
Symmetrical horizontal vergence contributes to the asymmetrical pursuit of targets in depth, 3015
EYE MOVEMENTS, VESTIBULO-OCULAR
Comparison of plasticity and development of mouse optokinetic and vestibulo-ocular reﬂexes suggests diﬀerential
gain control mechanisms, 3419
Convergence reduces ocular counterroll (OCR) during static roll-tilt, 2825
Eye-position dependence of torsional velocity during interaural translation, horizontal pursuit, and yaw-axis
rotation in humans, 613
Using eye movements to assess brain function in mice, 3401
Viewing distance dependence of the vestibulo-ocular reﬂex during translation: extra-otolith inﬂuences, 933
FACIAL EXPRESSION
What makes Mona Lisa smile? 1493
FEATURE DETECTION. see also SEGMENTATION
Attentional eﬀects on sensory tuning for single-feature detection and double-feature conjunction, 3053
Depth perception from second-order-motion stimuli yoked to head movement, 2945
Feature synergy depends on feature contrast and objecthood, 1843
How fast can you change your mind? The speed of top-down guidance in visual search, 1411
Natural image proﬁles are most likely to be step edges, 407
Object-based cross-feature attentional modulation from color to motion, 1437
Psychophysical receptive ﬁelds of edge detection mechanisms, 795
FIGURE-GROUND SEGMENTATION
Feature synergy depends on feature contrast and objecthood, 1843
FIGURE-GROUND SEGREGATION
Cross-orientation summation in texture segregation, 2567
Figure–ground segregation can rely on diﬀerences in motion direction, 3177
A new cue to ﬁgure––ground coding: top–bottom polarity, 2779
Perceptual-binding and persistent surface segregation, 2885
Pop-out from abrupt visual onsets, 2285
Texture segregation by motion under low luminance levels, 157
A visual mechanism tuned to black, 3223
FILLING-IN. see VISUAL FIELD, FILLING-IN
FISH VISION
A circadian clock regulates the process of ERG b- and d-wave dominance transition in dark-adapted zebraﬁsh, 2147
Dopaminergic modulation of photopic temporal transfer properties in goldﬁsh retina investigated with the ERG,
2067
Modeling divergence in luminance and chromatic detection performance across measured divergence in surfperch
(Embiotocidae) habitats, 1127
Spontaneous eye movements in goldﬁsh: oculomotor integrator performance, plasticity, and dependence on visual
feedback, 711
FIXATION
Attenuation of perceived motion smear during vergence and pursuit tracking, 895
Characteristics of saccadic intrusions, 2675
Decision and metrics of reﬁxations in reading isolated words, 2009
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Evaluation of a new quantitative technique to assess the number and extent of preferred retinal loci in macular
disease, 1537
Eye movements when reading disappearing text: is there a gap eﬀect in reading? 1013
Spontaneous eye movements in goldﬁsh: oculomotor integrator performance, plasticity, and dependence on visual
feedback, 711
Tenotomy and congenital nystagmus: a failure to answer the wrong question, 3091 (letter)
Tenotomy and congenital nystagmus: a null result is not a failure, for ‘‘It is not the answer that enlightens, but the
question,’’ 3095 (reply to letter)
FLASH-LAG EFFECT
3D ﬂash lag illusion, 1981
Diﬀerential latencies and the dynamics of the position computation process for moving targets, assessed with the
ﬂash-lag eﬀect, 2109
Spatial distortions and processing latencies in the onset repulsion and Fro¨hlich eﬀects, 577
Stopping the motion and sleuthing the ﬂash-lag eﬀect: spatial uncertainty is the key to perceptual mislocalization,
2605
Temporal dependence of local motion induced shifts in perceived position, 357
FLICKER
Diﬀuse luminance ﬂicker increases blood ﬂow in major retinal arteries and veins, 833
The eﬀect of disrupting the human magnocellular pathway on global motion perception, 2551
Events before the ﬂash Do inﬂuence the ﬂash-lag magnitude, 235
Is the perception of brightness diﬀerent in poor readers? 221
Macular pigment and the edge hypothesis of ﬂicker photometry, 3045
Transient lumanopia at high intensities, 3203
FMRI
BOLD fMRI and psychophysical measurements of contrast response to broadband images, 669
FORM PERCEPTION
Altered global shape discrimination in deprivation amblyopia, 167
Asymmetry in the perception of motion-in-depth, 1003
Curvature population coding for complex shapes in human vision, 2815
Eﬀect of background motion on the perceived shape of a 3-D object, 2505
Glass pattern studies of local and global processing of contrast variations, 2629
Global shape discrimination at reduced contrast in enucleated observers, 943
High-level eﬀects of masking on perceptual identiﬁcation, 1427
The inﬂuence of motion-deﬁned form on the perception of spatially-deﬁned form, 1065
No evidence for sequential eﬀects of the interaction of stereo and motion cues in judgements of perceived shape, 483
Perceptual asynchronies for biological and non-biological visual events, 1547
Perceptual biases in the interpretation of 3D shape from shading, 2135
In vivo biometry in the mouse eye with low coherence interferometry, 2445
FOVEA
Depth-of-focus of the human eye in the near retinal periphery, 1115
Unveiling the foveal blue scotoma through an afterimage, 377
GAIN CONTROL
Accommodation as a function of age and the linearity of the response dynamics, 3119
Attention enhances adaptability: evidence from motion adaptation experiments, 3035
Chromatic induction in humans: how are the cone signals combined to provide opponent processing? 2425
Comparison of plasticity and development of mouse optokinetic and vestibulo-ocular reﬂexes suggests diﬀerential
gain control mechanisms, 3419
Depth-dependent contrast gain-control, 685
Is there opponent-orientation coding in the second-order channels of pattern vision? 3145
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Preserved gain control for luminance contrast during binocular rivalry suppression, 3065
Storage for free: a surprising property of a simple gain-control model of motion aftereﬀects, 2269
GANGLION CELLS
Axotomized mouse retinal ganglion cells containing melanopsin show enhanced survival, but not enhanced axon
regrowth into a peripheral nerve graft, 2667
Evidence against age-related enlargements of ganglion cell receptive ﬁeld centers under scotopic conditions, 423
Expression of kynurenine aminotransferases in the rat retina during development, 1
Function and plasticity of homologous coupling between AII amacrine cells, 3297
GABAc receptor-mediated inhibition in the retina, 3289
L-type calcium channel agonist induces correlated depolarizations in mice lacking the b2 subunit nAChRs, 3347
The spatiotemporal precision of ganglion cell signals: a comparison of physiological and psychophysical perfor-
mance with moving gratings, 19
Synaptic circuitry mediating light-evoked signals in dark-adapted mouse retina, 3277
Visual experience and maturation of retinal synaptic pathways, 3307
GAZE
Spontaneous eye movements in goldﬁsh: oculomotor integrator performance, plasticity, and dependence on visual
feedback, 711
GENES
Adenylate Cyclase 1 dependent reﬁnement of retinotopic maps in the mouse, 3357
Analysis of L-cone/M-cone visual pigment gene arrays in Japanese males with protan color-vision deﬁciency, 2241
Biochemical and anatomical subdivision of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus in normal mice and in mice lacking
the b2 subunit of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, 3365
Developmental defects in Rb-deﬁcient retinae, 3323
ERG rod a-wave in Oguchi disease, 535
Intravitreal triamcinolone does not alter basal vascular endothelial growth factor mRNA expression in rat retina,
349
L-type calcium channel agonist induces correlated depolarizations in mice lacking the b2 subunit nAChRs, 3347
Modeling color percepts of dichromats, 2843
Mutagenesis and reconstitution of middle-to-long-wave-sensitive visual pigments of New World monkeys for
testing the tuning eﬀect of residues at sites 229 and 233, 2225
Oculomotor control in asymptomatic and recently diagnosed individuals with the genetic marker for Huntington’s
disease, 2729
Results from screening over 9000 mutation-bearing mice for defects in the electroretinogram and appearance of the
fundus, 3335
Structural determinants of the PDE6 GAF A domain for binding the inhibitory c-subunit and noncatalytic cGMP,
2437
Topographical cone photopigment gene expression in deutan-type red-green color vision defects, 135
Using eye movements to assess brain function in mice, 3401
GENE THERAPY
Impurity of recombinant adeno-associated virus type 2 aﬀects the transduction characteristics following subretinal
injection in the rat, 339
GLASS PATTERNS
Glass pattern studies of local and global processing of contrast variations, 2629
Learning motion discrimination with suppressed MT, 1817
The perceived direction and speed of global motion in Glass pattern sequences, 441
GLAUCOMA
Age-dependent decrease of retinal kynurenate and kynurenine aminotransferases in DBA/2J mice, a model of ocular
hypertension, 655
The multifocal pattern electroretinogram in glaucoma, 103
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Reducing noise in suspected glaucomatous visual ﬁelds by using a new spatial ﬁlter, 839
S-cone, L + M-cone, and pattern, electroretinograms in ocular hypertension and glaucoma, 2749
GROUPING
Blindness to inconsistent local signals in motion transparency from oscillating dots, 2207
Contour grouping: closure eﬀects are explained by good continuation and proximity, 2769
A fresh look at interocular grouping during binocular rivalry, 983
Grouping and segmentation in binocular rivalry, 1675
A laminar cortical model for 3D perception of slanted and curved surfaces and of 2D images: development,
attention, and bistability, 1147
Linking motion-induced blindness to perceptual ﬁlling-in, 2857
Pop-out from abrupt visual onsets, 2285
HEADING PERCEPTION
Path perception during rotation: inﬂuence of instructions, depth range, and dot density, 1879
HEAD MOVEMENTS
Depth perception from second-order-motion stimuli yoked to head movement, 2945
HISTOCHEMISTRY. see NEUROCHEMISTRY
HORIZONTAL CELLS
Developmental defects in Rb-deﬁcient retinae, 3323
HYPERACUITY
Altered global shape discrimination in deprivation amblyopia, 167
Orientation discrimination across the visual ﬁeld: matching perceived contrast near threshold, 2719
The spatiotemporal precision of ganglion cell signals: a comparison of physiological and psychophysical perfor-
mance with moving gratings, 19
ILLUSION. see also AFTEREFFECTS
An apparent compression cannot explain the diﬀerence between the original and the induced Roelofs eﬀect, 1031
(reply to letter)
Are the original Roelofs eﬀect and the induced Roelofs eﬀect confounded by the same expansion of remembered
space? 1025 (letter)
Asymmetry between horizontal and vertical illusory lines in determining the depth of their embedded surface, 2621
The blanking phenomenon: a novel form of visual disappearance, 993
Combining cues in contour orientation discrimination, 3081
Contour interpolation revealed by a dot localization paradigm, 1799
3D ﬂash lag illusion, 1981
Diﬀerential latencies and the dynamics of the position computation process for moving targets, assessed with the
ﬂash-lag eﬀect, 2109
Events before the ﬂash Do inﬂuence the ﬂash-lag magnitude, 235
Factors aﬀecting footsteps: contrast can change the apparent speed, amplitude and direction of motion, 2171
Illusory contours and surfaces without amodal completion and depth stratiﬁcation, 1851
Illusory motion reversal is caused by rivalry, not by perceptual snapshots of the visual ﬁeld, 2653
Illusory reversal of temporal order: the bias to report a dimmer stimulus as the ﬁrst, 241
Illusory surfaces aﬀect the integration of local motion signals, 297
The induced Roelofs eﬀect: two visual systems or the shift of a single reference frame? 603
Monocular and dichoptic masking eﬀects on the frequency doubling illusion, 661
Pulling the other one: 1st- and 2nd-order visual information interact to determine perceived location, 279
Separation of edge detection and brightness perception, 1919
Spatial distortions and processing latencies in the onset repulsion and Fro¨hlich eﬀects, 577
Uncertainty in visual processes predicts geometrical optical illusions, 727
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IMMUNOCHEMISTRY
Expression of kynurenine aminotransferases in the rat retina during development, 1
INATTENTIONAL BLINDNESS
The eﬀects of eye movements, spatial attention, and stimulus features on inattentional blindness, 3211
INCREMENT THRESHOLD
Diﬀerent attentional resources modulate the gain mechanisms for color and luminance contrast, 1389
Preserved gain control for luminance contrast during binocular rivalry suppression, 3065
INSECT VISION
Dimensional limits for arthropod eyes with superposition optics, 2213
Polarizational colours could help polarization-dependent colour vision systems to discriminate between shiny and
matt surfaces, but cannot unambiguously code surface orientation, 2337
INTEROCULAR TRANSFER. see AFTEREFFECTS
LATENCY. see REACTION TIME
LATERAL GENICULATE NUCLEUS
Biochemical and anatomical subdivision of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus in normal mice and in mice lacking
the b2 subunit of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, 3365
LATERAL INHIBITION
Center-surround antagonism in spatial vision: Retinal or cortical locus? 2457
Center-surround interactions in visual motion processing during binocular rivalry, 1635
Comparison of diﬀerent models of orientation selectivity based on distinct intracortical inhibition rules, 1641
Mechanisms of contrast induction in heterogeneous displays, 1601
LATERAL INTERACTIONS
Electrophysiological correlates of lateral interactions in human visual cortex, 1659
Facilitation of contrast detection in near-peripheral vision, 3193
Investigating local network interactions underlying ﬁrst- and second-order processing, 1787
LENS
Accommodation as a function of age and the linearity of the response dynamics, 3119
Compensation for longitudinal chromatic aberration in the eye of the ﬁreﬂy squid, Watasenia scintillans, 2129
Dynamic aspects of accommodation: age and presbyopia, 591, 2313 (letter), 2315 (reply to letter)
A paraxial schematic eye model for the growing C57BL/6 mouse, 1857
LETTER RECOGNITION
Letter-recognition and reading speed in peripheral vision beneﬁt from perceptual learning, 695
Object substitution and its relation to other forms of visual masking, 1321
LISTING’S LAW
Eye-position dependence of torsional velocity during interaural translation, horizontal pursuit, and yaw-axis
rotation in humans, 613
LOW VISION
Letter-recognition and reading speed in peripheral vision beneﬁt from perceptual learning, 695
Low contrast vision function predicts subsequent acuity loss in an aged population: the SKI study, 2317
LUMINANCE
Apparent 3-D image perceived from luminance-modulated two 2-D images displayed at diﬀerent depths, 785
Asymmetry in the perception of motion-in-depth, 1003
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Combining depth cues: eﬀects upon accuracy and speed of performance in a depth-ordering task, 557
Contrast-reversing global-motion stimuli reveal local interactions between ﬁrst- and second-order motion signals,
1941
Diﬀerent attentional resources modulate the gain mechanisms for color and luminance contrast, 1389
3D shape-contingent processing of luminance gratings, 1079
Factors aﬀecting footsteps: contrast can change the apparent speed, amplitude and direction of motion, 2171
Global shape discrimination at reduced contrast in enucleated observers, 943
Illusory reversal of temporal order: the bias to report a dimmer stimulus as the ﬁrst, 241
Lightness constancy through transparency: internal consistency in layered surface representations, 1827
Linking motion-induced blindness to perceptual ﬁlling-in, 2857
Metacontrast masking is speciﬁc to luminance polarity, 2537
Modeling divergence in luminance and chromatic detection performance across measured divergence in surfperch
(Embiotocidae) habitats, 1127
Multiplicative nonlinearity in the perception of apparent motion, 2001
Perceptual biases in the interpretation of 3D shape from shading, 2135
Preserved gain control for luminance contrast during binocular rivalry suppression, 3065
Pulling the other one: 1st- and 2nd-order visual information interact to determine perceived location, 279
Putting order into the development of sensitivity to global motion, 2403
Quantitative properties of achromatic color induction: an edge integration analysis, 971
Spatial frequency selective masking of ﬁrst-order and second-order motion in the absence of oﬀ-frequency ‘looking,’
1499
Texture segregation by motion under low luminance levels, 157
MACULAR DEGENERATION
Evaluation of a new quantitative technique to assess the number and extent of preferred retinal loci in macular
disease, 1537
MACULAR PIGMENT
Macular pigment and the edge hypothesis of ﬂicker photometry, 3045
MAGNOCELLULAR PATHWAYS. see PATHWAYS, MAGNOCELLULAR AND PARVO-
CELLULAR
MASKING
Attention orienting and the time course of perceptual decisions: response time distributions with masked and un-
masked displays, 1297
Backward masking and the central performance drop, 2587
Eye movements when reading disappearing text: is there a gap eﬀect in reading? 1013
High-level eﬀects of masking on perceptual identiﬁcation, 1427
Metacontrast masking is speciﬁc to luminance polarity, 2537
Monocular and dichoptic masking eﬀects on the frequency doubling illusion, 661
Object substitution and its relation to other forms of visual masking, 1321
Pattern detection: interactions between oriented and concentric patterns, 915
Separation of edge detection and brightness perception, 1919
Spatial frequency selective masking of ﬁrst-order and second-order motion in the absence of oﬀ-frequency ‘looking,’
1499
The spatial window of the perceptual template and endogenous attention, 1257
Temporal tuning characteristics of the perceptual template and endogenous cuing of spatial attention, 1333
Valences in contextual vision, 3131
Visual search in clutter, 1217
Wider recognition in peripheral vision common to diﬀerent subtypes of dyslexia, 2413
MEMORY
Capacity limitations of visual memory in two-interval comparison of Gabor arrays, 1707
Sequential spatial frequency discrimination is consistently impaired among adult dyslexics, 1047
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Visual information transfer across eye movements in the monkey, 2901
Visual working memory for image statistics, 541
METACONTRAST. see MASKING
MONOCHROMACY
Monochromatic ocular wavefront aberrations in the awake-behaving cat, 2159
MONOCULAR VISION
Global shape discrimination at reduced contrast in enucleated observers, 943
Motion repulsion is monocular, 959
MORPHOLOGY. see NEUROANATOMY
MOTION PERCEPTION
Attenuation of perceived motion smear during vergence and pursuit tracking, 895
Binocular correlation does not improve coherence detection for fronto-parallel motion, 1961
Blindness to inconsistent local signals in motion transparency from oscillating dots, 2207
Both monocular and binocular signals contribute to motion rivalry, 45
Correlations between ﬁxation stability and visual motion sensitivity, 751
Depth perception from second-order-motion stimuli yoked to head movement, 2945
Diﬀerential latencies and the dynamics of the position computation process for moving targets, assessed with the
ﬂash-lag eﬀect, 2109
Eﬀect of background motion on the perceived shape of a 3-D object, 2505
Eﬀect of stimulus localisation on motion-onset VEP, 2989
Eﬀects of spatial arrangement of visual stimulus on inverted self-motion perception induced by the foreground
motion: examination of OKN-suppression hypothesis, 1951
Eﬀects of the noise level on induced motion, 1757
Events before the ﬂash Do inﬂuence the ﬂash-lag magnitude, 235
Good continuation with kinetic edges, 2101
Grouping and segmentation in binocular rivalry, 1675
Illusory motion reversal is caused by rivalry, not by perceptual snapshots of the visual ﬁeld, 2653
Illusory surfaces aﬀect the integration of local motion signals, 297
The inﬂuence of motion-deﬁned form on the perception of spatially-deﬁned form, 1065
The invariance of directional tuning with contrast and coherence, 903
Learning motion discrimination with suppressed MT, 1817
Linking motion-induced blindness to perceptual ﬁlling-in, 2857
The motion-induced position shift depends on the perceived direction of bistable quartet motion, 2393
Motion transparency promotes synchronous perceptual binding, 3073
No evidence for sequential eﬀects of the interaction of stereo and motion cues in judgements of perceived shape, 483
Object-based cross-feature attentional modulation from color to motion, 1437
Perceiving depth order during pursuit eye movement, 3025
Perceptual asynchronies for biological and non-biological visual events, 1547
Perceptual-binding and persistent surface segregation, 2885
A role for contrast-normalisation in second-order motion perception, 91
The role of attention in central and peripheral motion integration, 1367
Rotation direction aﬀects object recognition, 1717
Sensory uncertainty governs the extent of audio-visual interaction, 2875
Spatial frequency selective masking of ﬁrst-order and second-order motion in the absence of oﬀ-frequency ‘looking,’
1499
Stopping the motion and sleuthing the ﬂash-lag eﬀect: spatial uncertainty is the key to perceptual mislocalization,
2605
Storage for free: a surprising property of a simple gain-control model of motion aftereﬀects, 2269
Temporal and spatial congruence of components of motion-onset evoked responses investigated by whole-head
magneto-electroencephalography, 119
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Texture segregation by motion under low luminance levels, 157
Texture segregation in traumatic brain injury – a VEP study, 2835
Tuning properties of radial phantom motion aftereﬀects, 1971
Uncertainty in visual processes predicts geometrical optical illusions, 727
A visual motion sensor based on the properties of V1 and MT neurons, 1733
MOTION PERCEPTION, APPARENT MOTION
Adaptation to apparent motion in crowding condition, 925
Multiplicative nonlinearity in the perception of apparent motion, 2001
MOTION PERCEPTION, DIRECTIONAL SENSITIVITY
Center-surround interactions in visual motion processing during binocular rivalry, 1635
Factors aﬀecting footsteps: contrast can change the apparent speed, amplitude and direction of motion, 2171
Figure–ground segregation can rely on diﬀerences in motion direction, 3177
The invariance of directional tuning with contrast and coherence, 903
Motion repulsion is monocular, 959
The oblique plaid eﬀect, 489
The perceived direction and speed of global motion in Glass pattern sequences, 441
Perceptual limits of common fate, 1565
Poor encoding of position by contrast-deﬁned motion, 1985
Spatial distortions and processing latencies in the onset repulsion and Fro¨hlich eﬀects, 577
Temporal dependence of local motion induced shifts in perceived position, 357
The trial context determines adjusted localization of stimuli: reconciling the Fro¨hlich and onset repulsion eﬀects, 2201
MOTION PERCEPTION, GLOBAL MOTION
Contrast-reversing global-motion stimuli reveal local interactions between ﬁrst- and second-order motion signals,
1941
The eﬀect of disrupting the human magnocellular pathway on global motion perception, 2551
Figure–ground segregation can rely on diﬀerences in motion direction, 3177
The perceived direction and speed of global motion in Glass pattern sequences, 441
Putting order into the development of sensitivity to global motion, 2403
MOTION PERCEPTION, MOTION-IN-DEPTH
Asymmetry in the perception of motion-in-depth, 1003
3D ﬂash lag illusion, 1981
Human observers are biased in judging the angular approach of a projectile, 2027
Long range interactions between object-motion and self-motion in the perception of movement in depth, 179
MOTION PERCEPTION, OPTIC FLOW
Human observers are biased in judging the angular approach of a projectile, 2027
Long range interactions between object-motion and self-motion in the perception of movement in depth, 179
Path perception during rotation: inﬂuence of instructions, depth range, and dot density, 1879
Sensitivity to linear-speed-gradient of radial expansion ﬂow in infancy, 3111
Spatial integration in structure from motion, 3001
MOTION PERCEPTION, SPEED SENSITIVITY
Components of motion perception revealed: two diﬀerent after-eﬀects from a single moving object, 2545
Eﬀect of adaptation direction on the motion VEP and perceived speed of drifting gratings, 2381
Factors aﬀecting footsteps: contrast can change the apparent speed, amplitude and direction of motion, 2171
Illusory surfaces aﬀect the integration of local motion signals, 297
Inﬂuence of age, speed and duration of monotonous driving task in traﬃc on the driver’s useful visual ﬁeld, 2737
The perceived direction and speed of global motion in Glass pattern sequences, 441
Perceptual limits of common fate, 1565
Putting order into the development of sensitivity to global motion, 2403
Sensitivity to linear-speed-gradient of radial expansion ﬂow in infancy, 3111
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MULTISENSORY INTEGRATION
Sensory uncertainty governs the extent of audio-visual interaction, 2875
Sound-aided recovery from and persistence against visual ﬁlling-in, 1907
MYOPIA
Eﬀect of positive and negative defocus on contrast sensitivity in myopes and non-myopes, 1869
Retinoic acid signals the direction of ocular elongation in the guinea pig eye, 643
In vivo biometry in the mouse eye with low coherence interferometry, 2445
NATURAL IMAGES
BOLD fMRI and psychophysical measurements of contrast response to broadband images, 669
Contour grouping: closure eﬀects are explained by good continuation and proximity, 2769
Natural image proﬁles are most likely to be step edges, 407
Processing of one, two or four natural scenes in humans: the limits of parallelism, 877
Visual working memory for image statistics, 541
When is scene identiﬁcation just texture recognition? 2301
NEURAL CODING
Curvature population coding for complex shapes in human vision, 2815
NEURAL NETWORKS
Intrinsic connections in tree shrew V1 imply a global to local mapping, 857
NEUROANATOMY
Adenylate Cyclase 1 dependent reﬁnement of retinotopic maps in the mouse, 3357
Axotomized mouse retinal ganglion cells containing melanopsin show enhanced survival, but not enhanced axon
regrowth into a peripheral nerve graft, 2667
Biochemical and anatomical subdivision of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus in normal mice and in mice lacking
the b2 subunit of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, 3365
Intrinsic connections in tree shrew V1 imply a global to local mapping, 857
New method for detecting misrouted retinofugal ﬁbers in humans with albinism by magnetoencephalography, 1033
NEUROCHEMISTRY
Age-dependent decrease of retinal kynurenate and kynurenine aminotranferases in DBA/2J mice, a model of ocular
hypertension, 655
Biochemical and anatomical subdivision of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus in normal mice and in mice lacking
the b2 subunit of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, 3365
Dopaminergic modulation of photopic temporal transfer properties in goldﬁsh retina investigated with the ERG,
2067
Expression of kynurenine aminotransferases in the rat retina during development, 1
Localization of zinc transporter-3 (ZnT-3) in mouse retina, 3317
Retinoic acid signals the direction of ocular elongation in the guinea pig eye, 643
Uptake and esteriﬁcation of vitamin A by RCS rat retinal pigment epithelial cells in primary culture, 247
NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASES. see PATHOLOGY
NOISE
BOLD fMRI and psychophysical measurements of contrast response to broadband images, 669
Eﬀects of the noise level on induced motion, 1757
Factors limiting suprathreshold vision measured by a ﬂash–sound simultaneity paradigm, 2577
Internal surface representations approximated by reverse correlation, 2515
No troubles with bubbles: a reply to Murray and Gold, 471
Reducing noise in suspected glaucomatous visual ﬁelds by using a new spatial ﬁlter, 839
On the relation between the photoactivation energy and the absorbance spectrum of visual pigments, 2153
Reply to Gosselin and Schyns, 479
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The roles of distractor noise and target certainty in search: A signal detection model, 1235
The spatial window of the perceptual template and endogenous attention, 1257
Temporal tuning characteristics of the perceptual template and endogenous cuing of spatial attention, 1333
Troubles with bubbles, 461
Uncertainty in visual processes predicts geometrical optical illusions, 727
Visual search in clutter, 1217
What makes Mona Lisa smile? 1493
NYSTAGMUS
Tenotomy and congenital nystagmus: a failure to answer the wrong question, 3091 (letter)
Tenotomy and congenital nystagmus: a null result is not a failure, for ‘‘It is not the answer that enlightens, but the
question,’’ 3095 (reply to letter)
Time-varying, slow-phase component interaction in congenital nystagmus, 209
OBITUARY
Professor Russell L. De Valois 1926–2003, 2745
OBJECT RECOGNITION
Brain areas engaged during visual judgments by involuntary access to novel semantic information, 429
A neurodynamical cortical model of visual attention and invariant object recognition, 621
Object-based cross-feature attentional modulation from color to motion, 1437
Recognizing and segmenting objects in clutter, 385
Rotation direction aﬀects object recognition, 1717
Spatial attention and object-based attention: a comparison within a single task, 69
OCCLUSION
An integrative model of binocular vision: a stereo model utilizing interocularly unpaired points produces both depth
and binocular rivalry, 2367
Asymmetry between horizontal and vertical illusory lines in determining the depth of their embedded surface, 2621
Contour interpolation revealed by a dot localization paradigm, 1799
Slant or occlusion: global factors resolve stereoscopic ambiguity in sets of horizontal lines, 2359
OCULAR DIMENSIONS
The allometry and scaling of the size of vertebrate eyes, 2043
Compensation for longitudinal chromatic aberration in the eye of the ﬁreﬂy squid, Watasenia scintillans, 2129
Dimensional limits for arthropod eyes with superposition optics, 2213
A paraxial schematic eye model for the growing C57BL/6 mouse, 1857
In vivo biometry in the mouse eye with low coherence interferometry, 2445
OCULAR DOMINANCE
Relative image size, not eye position, determines eye dominance switches, 229
OCULOMOTOR ANATOMY
Tenotomy and congenital nystagmus: a failure to answer the wrong question, 3091 (letter)
Tenotomy and congenital nystagmus: a null result is not a failure, for ‘‘It is not the answer that enlightens, but the
question,’’ 3095 (reply to letter)
ON-OFF PATHWAYS. see PATHWAYS, ON-OFF
OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY
Retinal nerve ﬁber layer thinning in Parkinson disease, 2793
OPTICAL QUALITY
Monochromatic ocular wavefront aberrations in the awake-behaving cat, 2159
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OPTIC FLOW. see MOTION PERCEPTION, OPTIC FLOW
OPTIC NERVE
GABAc receptor-mediated inhibition in the retina, 3289
Reducing noise in suspected glaucomatous visual ﬁelds by using a new spatial ﬁlter, 839
OPTOKINETIC EYE MOVEMENTS. see EYE MOVEMENTS, OPTOKINETIC
ORIENTATION DISCRIMINATION
Discrimination of oriented visual textures by poultry chicks, 83
Eﬀects of contrast and size on orientation discrimination, 57
Eﬀects on orientation perception of manipulating the spatio-temporal prior probability of stimuli, 2349
The representation of global spatial structure in amblyopia, 523
Visual search in clutter, 1217
ORIENTATION OPPONENCY
Is there opponent-orientation coding in the second-order channels of pattern vision? 3145
ORIENTATION PERCEPTION
Combining cues in contour orientation discrimination, 3081
Comparison of diﬀerent models of orientation selectivity based on distinct intracortical inhibition rules, 1641
Cross-orientation summation in texture segregation, 2567
Eﬀects on orientation perception of manipulating the spatio-temporal prior probability of stimuli, 2349
Integration of orientation information in amblyopia, 2955
Intrinsic connections in tree shrew V1 imply a global to local mapping, 857
Orientation discrimination across the visual ﬁeld: matching perceived contrast near threshold, 2719
Perception of mirror symmetry in amblyopic vision, 2475
Polarizational colours could help polarization-dependent colour vision systems to discriminate between shiny and
matt surfaces, but cannot unambiguously code surface orientation, 2337
Sensitivity to curvatures in orientation-based texture segmentation, 257
Slant or occlusion: global factors resolve stereoscopic ambiguity in sets of horizontal lines, 2359
Some observations on the eﬀects of slant and texture type on slant-from-texture, 1511
Spatial integration in structure from motion, 3001
Texture segregation in traumatic brain injury – a VEP study, 2835
PARVOCELLULAR PATHWAYS. see PATHWAYS, MAGNOCELLULAR AND PARVO-
CELLULAR
PATHOLOGY
Age-dependent decrease of retinal kynurenate and kynurenine aminotranferases in DBA/2J mice, a model of ocular
hypertension, 655
Atypical multifocal ERG responses in patients with diseases aﬀecting the photoreceptors, 2867
ERG rod a-wave in Oguchi disease, 535
Evaluation of a new quantitative technique to assess the number and extent of preferred retinal loci in macular
disease, 1537
Impurity of recombinant adeno-associated virus type 2 aﬀects the transduction characteristics following subretinal
injection in the rat, 339
Intravitreal triamcinolone does not alter basal vascular endothelial growth factor mRNA expression in rat retina,
349
Light deprivation slows but does not prevent the loss of photoreceptors in taurine transporter knockout mice, 2091
The multifocal pattern electroretinogram in glaucoma, 103
New method for detecting misrouted retinofugal ﬁbers in humans with albinism by magnetoencephalography, 1033
Oculomotor control in asymptomatic and recently diagnosed individuals with the genetic marker for Huntington’s
disease, 2729
Pigment epithelial changes in a strain of pigmented rabbits with low ERG b-wave amplitudes, 99
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Preservation of vision following cell-based therapies in a model of retinal degenerative disease, 2559
Reducing noise in suspected glaucomatous visual ﬁelds by using a new spatial ﬁlter, 839
Retinal nerve ﬁber layer thinning in Parkinson disease, 2793
S-cone, L + M-cone, and pattern, electroretinograms in ocular hypertension and glaucoma, 2749
Texture segregation in traumatic brain injury – a VEP study, 2835
Time-varying, slow-phase component interaction in congenital nystagmus, 209
Using eye movements to assess brain function in mice, 3401
PATHWAYS
Accommodation responses to stimuli in cone contrast space, 2931
Eﬀect of stimulus localisation on motion-onset VEP, 2989
Is the S-opponent chromatic sub-system sluggish? 2919
New method for detecting misrouted retinofugal ﬁbers in humans with albinism by magnetoencephalography, 1033
PATHWAYS, MAGNOCELLULAR AND PARVOCELLULAR
The eﬀect of disrupting the human magnocellular pathway on global motion perception, 2551
Isoluminant stimuli and red background attenuate the eﬀects of transient spatial attention on temporal resolution,
1375
Is the perception of brightness diﬀerent in poor readers? 221
Magnocellular involvement in ﬂanked-letter identiﬁcation relates to the allocation of attention, 1927
The spatiotemporal precision of ganglion cell signals: a comparison of physiological and psychophysical perfor-
mance with moving gratings, 19
PATHWAYS, ON-OFF
Metacontrast masking is speciﬁc to luminance polarity, 2537
PATHWAYS, SHORT-WAVELENGTH-SENSITIVITY
Chromatic induction from S-cone patterns, 849
The role of short-wavelength sensitive cones and chromatic aberration in the response to stationary and step
accommodation stimuli, 197
PATHWAYS, SYNAPTIC
Experience-dependent development of feedforward and feedback circuits between lower and higher areas of mouse
visual cortex, 3389
Synaptic circuitry mediating light-evoked signals in dark-adapted mouse retina, 3277
Visual experience and maturation of retinal synaptic pathways, 3307
In vivo studies of signaling in rod pathways of the mouse using the electroretinogram, 3253
PATTERN RECOGNITION
Is there opponent-orientation coding in the second-order channels of pattern vision? 3145
Pattern detection: interactions between oriented and concentric patterns, 915
PERCEPTUAL LEARNING
An apparent compression cannot explain the diﬀerence between the original and the induced Roelofs eﬀect, 1031
(reply to letter)
Are the original Roelofs eﬀect and the induced Roelofs eﬀect confounded by the same expansion of remembered
space? 1025 (letter)
Depth-dependent blur adaptation, 113
The induced Roelofs eﬀect: two visual systems or the shift of a single reference frame? 603
Learning motion discrimination with suppressed MT, 1817
Letter-recognition and reading speed in peripheral vision beneﬁt from perceptual learning, 695
Simulation of artiﬁcial vision: II. Eccentric reading of full-page text and the learning of this task, 1693
PERIPHERAL VISION
Backward masking and the central performance drop, 2587
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Depth-of-focus of the human eye in the near retinal periphery, 1115
Facilitation of contrast detection in near-peripheral vision, 3193
Letter-recognition and reading speed in peripheral vision beneﬁt from perceptual learning, 695
A new look at the Bezold–Bru¨cke hue shift in the peripheral retina, 1891
Orientation discrimination across the visual ﬁeld: matching perceived contrast near threshold, 2719
The role of attention in central and peripheral motion integration, 1367
Wider recognition in peripheral vision common to diﬀerent subtypes of dyslexia, 2413
PHASE SENSITIVITY
Combining cues in contour orientation discrimination, 3081
PHOTOCHEMISTRY
Axotomized mouse retinal ganglion cells containing melanopsin show enhanced survival, but not enhanced axon
regrowth into a peripheral nerve graft, 2667
GABAc receptor-mediated inhibition in the retina, 3289
Light deprivation slows but does not prevent the loss of photoreceptors in taurine transporter knockout mice, 2091
On the relation between the photoactivation energy and the absorbance spectrum of visual pigments, 2153
Structural determinants of the PDE6 GAF A domain for binding the inhibitory c-subunit and noncatalytic cGMP,
2437
PHOTOPIGMENTS
Analysis of L-cone/M-cone visual pigment gene arrays in Japanese males with protan color-vision deﬁciency, 2241
From candelas to photoisomerizations in the mouse eye by rhodopsin bleaching in situ and the light-rearing
dependence of the major components of the mouse ERG, 3235
Inﬂuence of cone pigment coexpression on spectral sensitivity and color vision in the mouse, 1615
Mutagenesis and reconstitution of middle-to-long-wave-sensitive visual pigments of New World monkeys for
testing the tuning eﬀect of residues at sites 229 and 233, 2225
On the relation between the photoactivation energy and the absorbance spectrum of visual pigments, 2153
Topographical cone photopigment gene expression in deutan-type red-green color vision defects, 135
PHOTORECEPTORS. see also CONES; RODS
The absorption of polarized light by vertebrate photoreceptors, 2643
Atypical multifocal ERG responses in patients with diseases aﬀecting the photoreceptors, 2867
Developmental defects in Rb-deﬁcient retinae, 3323
Dimensional limits for arthropod eyes with superposition optics, 2213
Impurity of recombinant adeno-associated virus type 2 aﬀects the transduction characteristics following subretinal
injection in the rat, 339
Light deprivation slows but does not prevent the loss of photoreceptors in taurine transporter knockout mice, 2091
Modeling divergence in luminance and chromatic detection performance across measured divergence in surfperch
(Embiotocidae) habitats, 1127
On the relation between the photoactivation energy and the absorbance spectrum of visual pigments, 2153
Transmission of scotopic signals from the rod to rod-bipolar cell in the mammalian retina, 3269
PIGMENT EPITHELIUM
Impurity of recombinant adeno-associated virus type 2 aﬀects the transduction characteristics following subretinal
injection in the rat, 339
Pigment epithelial changes in a strain of pigmented rabbits with low ERG b-wave amplitudes, 99
Preservation of vision following cell-based therapies in a model of retinal degenerative disease, 2559
Uptake and esteriﬁcation of vitamin A by RCS rat retinal pigment epithelial cells in primary culture, 247
PLASTICITY
Comparison of plasticity and development of mouse optokinetic and vestibulo-ocular reﬂexes suggests diﬀerential
gain control mechanisms, 3419
Function and plasticity of homologous coupling between AII amacrine cells, 3297
LTP and LTD vary with layer in rodent visual cortex, 3377
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Swept contrast visual evoked potentials and their plasticity following monocular deprivation in mice, 3381
Visual experience and maturation of retinal synaptic pathways, 3307
POLARIZED LIGHT
The absorption of polarized light by vertebrate photoreceptors, 2643
Polarizational colours could help polarization-dependent colour vision systems to discriminate between shiny and
matt surfaces, but cannot unambiguously code surface orientation, 2337
PROSTHESIS
A silicon early visual system as a model animal, 2083
Simulation of artiﬁcial vision: II. Eccentric reading of full-page text and the learning of this task, 1693
PROTANOPIA. see DICHROMACY
REACTION TIME
Attention orienting and the time course of perceptual decisions: response time distributions with masked and un-
masked displays, 1297
Factors limiting suprathreshold vision measured by a ﬂash–sound simultaneity paradigm, 2577
The inﬂuence of spatial frequency and contrast on saccade latencies, 2597
Is the S-opponent chromatic sub-system sluggish? 2919
Programming of double-step saccade sequences: modulation by cognitive control, 2707
READING
Children with dyslexia: evidence for visual attention deﬁcits in perception of rapid sequences of objects, 2521
Decision and metrics of reﬁxations in reading isolated words, 2009
Development of a viewing strategy during adaptation to an artiﬁcial central scotoma, 2691
Eye movements in reading isolated words: evidence for strong biases towards the center of the screen, 321
Eye movements when reading disappearing text: is there a gap eﬀect in reading? 1013
High-level eﬀects of masking on perceptual identiﬁcation, 1427
Is the perception of brightness diﬀerent in poor readers? 221
Letter-recognition and reading speed in peripheral vision beneﬁt from perceptual learning, 695
Magnocellular involvement in ﬂanked-letter identiﬁcation relates to the allocation of attention, 1927
Sequential spatial frequency discrimination is consistently impaired among adult dyslexics, 1047
Simulation of artiﬁcial vision: II. Eccentric reading of full-page text and the learning of this task, 1693
Wider recognition in peripheral vision common to diﬀerent subtypes of dyslexia, 2413
RECEPTIVE FIELD. see also SPECIFIC CELL TYPE
Chromatic induction from S-cone patterns, 849
Eﬀects of contrast and size on orientation discrimination, 57
Evidence against age-related enlargements of ganglion cell receptive ﬁeld centers under scotopic conditions, 423
Natural image proﬁles are most likely to be step edges, 407
A neurodynamical cortical model of visual attention and invariant object recognition, 621
Pattern detection: interactions between oriented and concentric patterns, 915
Psychophysical receptive ﬁelds of edge detection mechanisms, 795
A silicon early visual system as a model animal, 2083
Temporal dependence of local motion induced shifts in perceived position, 357
RECEPTOR POTENTIAL. see CONES; ELECTRORETINOGRAM; PHOTORECEPTORS;
RODS
RETINA. see also PATHOLOGY; RETINAL DEGENERATION
Adenylate Cyclase 1 dependent reﬁnement of retinotopic maps in the mouse, 3357
Center-surround antagonism in spatial vision: Retinal or cortical locus? 2457
Compensation for longitudinal chromatic aberration in the eye of the ﬁreﬂy squid, Watasenia scintillans, 2129
Depth-of-focus of the human eye in the near retinal periphery, 1115
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Developmental defects in Rb-deﬁcient retinae, 3323
Diﬀuse luminance ﬂicker increases blood ﬂow in major retinal arteries and veins, 833
Distribution of short-wavelength-sensitive cones in human fetal and postnatal retina: early development of spatial
order and density proﬁles, 2019
Dopaminergic modulation of photopic temporal transfer properties in goldﬁsh retina investigated with the ERG,
2067
Evaluation of a new quantitative technique to assess the number and extent of preferred retinal loci in macular
disease, 1537
Expression of kynurenine aminotransferases in the rat retina during development, 1
GABAc receptor-mediated inhibition in the retina, 3289
Improvement of visual acuity by spatial cueing: a comparative study in human and non-human primates, 1589
Light deprivation slows but does not prevent the loss of photoreceptors in taurine transporter knockout mice, 2091
Localization of zinc transporter-3 (ZnT-3) in mouse retina, 3317
L-type calcium channel agonist induces correlated depolarizations in mice lacking the b2 subunit nAChRs, 3347
The multifocal pattern electroretinogram in glaucoma, 103
Pigment epithelial changes in a strain of pigmented rabbits with low ERG b-wave amplitudes, 99
Retinal nerve ﬁber layer thinning in Parkinson disease, 2793
A silicon early visual system as a model animal, 2083
Synaptic circuitry mediating light-evoked signals in dark-adapted mouse retina, 3277
Texture segregation by motion under low luminance levels, 157
Transmission of scotopic signals from the rod to rod-bipolar cell in the mammalian retina, 3269
Uptake and esteriﬁcation of vitamin A by RCS rat retinal pigment epithelial cells in primary culture, 247
Visual experience and maturation of retinal synaptic pathways, 3307
RETINAL DEGENERATION
Age-dependent decrease of retinal kynurenate and kynurenine aminotranferases in DBA/2J mice, a model of ocular
hypertension, 655
Contribution of rod and cone pathways to the dark-adapted electroretinogram (ERG) b-wave following retinal
degeneration in RCS rats, 2467
Impurity of recombinant adeno-associated virus type 2 aﬀects the transduction characteristics following subretinal
injection in the rat, 339
Intravitreal triamcinolone does not alter basal vascular endothelial growth factor mRNA expression in rat retina,
349
Preservation of vision following cell-based therapies in a model of retinal degenerative disease, 2559
The relationship between full ﬁeld electroretinogram and perimetry-like visual thresholds in RCS rats during
photoreceptor degeneration and rescue by cell transplants, 9
ROD-CONE INTERACTION. see CONES; RODS
RODS
From candelas to photoisomerizations in the mouse eye by rhodopsin bleaching in situ and the light-rearing
dependence of the major components of the mouse ERG, 3235
A circadian clock regulates the process of ERG b- and d-wave dominance transition in dark-adapted zebraﬁsh, 2147
Contribution of rod and cone pathways to the dark-adapted electroretinogram (ERG) b-wave following retinal
degeneration in RCS rats, 2467
Function and plasticity of homologous coupling between AII amacrine cells, 3297
A new look at the Bezold–Bru¨cke hue shift in the peripheral retina, 1891
Transmission of scotopic signals from the rod to rod-bipolar cell in the mammalian retina, 3269
In vivo studies of signaling in rod pathways of the mouse using the electroretinogram, 3253
SACCADES. see EYE MOVEMENTS, SACCADIC
SACCADIC SUPPRESSION
Contrast dependency of saccadic compression and suppression, 2327
Dynamic allocation of visual attention during the execution of sequences of saccades, 1469
Inhibition-of-return and oculomotor interference, 1485
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SCOTOMA
Development of a viewing strategy during adaptation to an artiﬁcial central scotoma, 2691
Evaluation of a new quantitative technique to assess the number and extent of preferred retinal loci in macular
disease, 1537
Unveiling the foveal blue scotoma through an afterimage, 377
SCOTOPIC VISION
Crowding under scotopic conditions, 963
ERG rod a-wave in Oguchi disease, 535
Evidence against age-related enlargements of ganglion cell receptive ﬁeld centers under scotopic conditions, 423
Function and plasticity of homologous coupling between AII amacrine cells, 3297
Texture segregation by motion under low luminance levels, 157
Transmission of scotopic signals from the rod to rod-bipolar cell in the mammalian retina, 3269
SEARCH. see VISUAL SEARCH
SEGMENTATION
Figure–ground segregation can rely on diﬀerences in motion direction, 3177
Grouping and segmentation in binocular rivalry, 1675
The oblique plaid eﬀect, 489
Recognizing and segmenting objects in clutter, 385
Sensitivity to curvatures in orientation-based texture segmentation, 257
SEGREGATION. see FIGURE-GROUND SEGREGATION
SEMANTIC EFFECTS
Brain areas engaged during visual judgments by involuntary access to novel semantic information, 429
SHAPE PERCEPTION. see FORM PERCEPTION
SHORT-WAVELENGTH-SENSITIVITY PATHWAYS. see PATHWAYS, SHORT-WAVE-
LENGTH-SENSITIVITY
SIZE PERCEPTION
Visual perception of extent and the geometry of visual space, 147
SMOOTH PURSUIT EYE MOVEMENTS. see EYE MOVEMENTS, SMOOTH PURSUIT
SPATIAL FREQUENCY. see also PHASE SENSITIVITY
Capacity limitations of visual memory in two-interval comparison of Gabor arrays, 1707
Comparison of diﬀerent models of orientation selectivity based on distinct intracortical inhibition rules, 1641
The inﬂuence of spatial frequency and contrast on saccade latencies, 2597
Investigating local network interactions underlying ﬁrst- and second-order processing, 1787
Monocular and dichoptic masking eﬀects on the frequency doubling illusion, 661
Separation of edge detection and brightness perception, 1919
Sequential spatial frequency discrimination is consistently impaired among adult dyslexics, 1047
Some observations on the eﬀects of slant and texture type on slant-from-texture, 1511
Spatial frequency selective masking of ﬁrst-order and second-order motion in the absence of oﬀ-frequency ‘looking,’
1499
The spatiotemporal precision of ganglion cell signals: a comparison of physiological and psychophysical perfor-
mance with moving gratings, 19
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SPATIAL LOCALIZATION
An apparent compression cannot explain the diﬀerence between the original and the induced Roelofs eﬀect, 1031
(reply to letter)
Are the original Roelofs eﬀect and the induced Roelofs eﬀect confounded by the same expansion of remembered
space? 1025 (letter)
Contour interpolation revealed by a dot localization paradigm, 1799
Events before the ﬂash Do inﬂuence the ﬂash-lag magnitude, 235
The footprints of visual attention during search with 100% valid and 100% invalid cues, 1193
The induced Roelofs eﬀect: two visual systems or the shift of a single reference frame? 603
The inﬂuence of motion-deﬁned form on the perception of spatially-deﬁned form, 1065
Models of the mechanism underlying perceived location of a perisaccadic ﬂash, 2799
The motion-induced position shift depends on the perceived direction of bistable quartet motion, 2393
Poor encoding of position by contrast-deﬁned motion, 1985
Pulling the other one: 1st- and 2nd-order visual information interact to determine perceived location, 279
Sensory uncertainty governs the extent of audio-visual interaction, 2875
Spatial distortions and processing latencies in the onset repulsion and Fro¨hlich eﬀects, 577
Stopping the motion and sleuthing the ﬂash-lag eﬀect: spatial uncertainty is the key to perceptual mislocalization,
2605
Temporal dependence of local motion induced shifts in perceived position, 357
The trial context determines adjusted localization of stimuli: reconciling the Fro¨hlich and onset repulsion eﬀects,
2201
Visual perception of extent and the geometry of visual space, 147
SPATIAL VISION. see also PHASE SENSITIVITY
BOLD fMRI and psychophysical measurements of contrast response to broadband images, 669
Center-surround antagonism in spatial vision: Retinal or cortical locus? 2457
Characterization of mouse cortical spatial vision, 3411
Distribution of short-wavelength-sensitive cones in human fetal and postnatal retina: early development of spatial
order and density proﬁles, 2019
A dynamic model of how feature cues guide spatial attention, 501
The eﬀects of eye movements, spatial attention, and stimulus features on inattentional blindness, 3211
Improvement of visual acuity by spatial cueing: a comparative study in human and non-human primates,
1589
Local and non-local deﬁcits in amblyopia: acuity and spatial interactions, 3099
Perception of mirror symmetry in amblyopic vision, 2475
The representation of global spatial structure in amblyopia, 523
The role of salience in localized attentional interference, 1575
Spatial attention and object-based attention: a comparison within a single task, 69
The spatial distribution of visual attention, 1273
Spatial integration in structure from motion, 3001
Spatial-scale interaction in human stereoscopic vision in response to sustained and transient stimuli,
563
The spatial window of the perceptual template and endogenous attention, 1257
Temporal aspects of spatial interactions aﬀecting stereo-matching solutions, 3183
Temporal performance ﬁelds: visual and attentional factors, 1351
Temporal tuning characteristics of the perceptual template and endogenous cuing of spatial attention,
1333
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY
Inﬂuence of cone pigment coexpression on spectral sensitivity and color vision in the mouse,
1615
Mutagenesis and reconstitution of middle-to-long-wave-sensitive visual pigments of New World monkeys for
testing the tuning eﬀect of residues at sites 229 and 233, 2225
On the relation between the photoactivation energy and the absorbance spectrum of visual pigments,
2153
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SPEED SENSITIVITY. see MOTION PERCEPTION, SPEED SENSITIVITY
SPHERICAL ABERRATION. see ABERRATION
STEREOPSIS
An integrative model of binocular vision: a stereo model utilizing interocularly unpaired points produces both depth
and binocular rivalry, 2367
Convergence reduces ocular counterroll (OCR) during static roll-tilt, 2825
The eﬃciency of depth discrimination for non-transparent and transparent stereoscopic surfaces, 2253
Higher-contrast is preferred to equal-contrast in stereo-matching, 775
Human observers are biased in judging the angular approach of a projectile, 2027
Internal surface representations approximated by reverse correlation, 2515
No evidence for sequential eﬀects of the interaction of stereo and motion cues in judgements of perceived shape, 483
The role of a local reference in stereoscopic detection of depth relief, 367
Slant or occlusion: global factors resolve stereoscopic ambiguity in sets of horizontal lines, 2359
Spatial-scale interaction in human stereoscopic vision in response to sustained and transient stimuli, 563
Temporal aspects of spatial interactions aﬀecting stereo-matching solutions, 3183
STILES-CRAWFORD EFFECT
Small foveal targets for studies of accommodation and the Stiles–Crawford eﬀect, 2757
STRABISMUS. see also AMBLYOPIA
Local and non-local deﬁcits in amblyopia: acuity and spatial interactions, 3099
SUMMATION
Cross-orientation summation in texture segregation, 2567
SUMMATION, TEMPORAL
The role of attention in central and peripheral motion integration, 1367
Spatial-scale interaction in human stereoscopic vision in response to sustained and transient stimuli, 563
Time-varying, slow-phase component interaction in congenital nystagmus, 209
SUPPRESSION. see BINOCULAR RIVALRY; VISUAL FIELD, SUPPRESSION
SURFACE PERCEPTION
Asymmetry between horizontal and vertical illusory lines in determining the depth of their embedded surface, 2621
Illusory surfaces aﬀect the integration of local motion signals, 297
Internal surface representations approximated by reverse correlation, 2515
A laminar cortical model for 3D perception of slanted and curved surfaces and of 2D images: development,
attention, and bistability, 1147
Perceptual biases in the interpretation of 3D shape from shading, 2135
Polarizational colours could help polarization-dependent colour vision systems to discriminate between shiny and
matt surfaces, but cannot unambiguously code surface orientation, 2337
Spatial integration in structure from motion, 3001
SYMMETRY PERCEPTION
Perception of mirror symmetry in amblyopic vision, 2475
Visual working memory for image statistics, 541
TECHNIQUES
Binary and ternary textures containing higher-order spatial correlations, 1093
A dynamic model of how feature cues guide spatial attention, 501
Evaluation of a new quantitative technique to assess the number and extent of preferred retinal loci in macular
disease, 1537
Monochromatic ocular wavefront aberrations in the awake-behaving cat, 2159
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No troubles with bubbles: a reply to Murray and Gold, 471
Reply to Gosselin and Schyns, 479
A silicon early visual system as a model animal, 2083
Troubles with bubbles, 461
A visual motion sensor based on the properties of V1 and MT neurons, 1733
TEMPORAL DISCRIMINATION
Figure–ground segregation can rely on diﬀerences in motion direction, 3177
Illusory reversal of temporal order: the bias to report a dimmer stimulus as the ﬁrst, 241
TEMPORAL DYNAMICS
Temporal performance ﬁelds: visual and attentional factors, 1351
Temporal tuning characteristics of the perceptual template and endogenous cuing of spatial attention, 1333
TEMPORAL FREQUENCY
Monocular and dichoptic masking eﬀects on the frequency doubling illusion, 661
The spatiotemporal precision of ganglion cell signals: a comparison of physiological and psychophysical perfor-
mance with moving gratings, 19
Tuning properties of radial phantom motion aftereﬀects, 1971
TEMPORAL INTEGRATION
Diﬀerential latencies and the dynamics of the position computation process for moving targets, assessed with the
ﬂash-lag eﬀect, 2109
Isoluminant stimuli and red background attenuate the eﬀects of transient spatial attention on temporal resolution,
1375
The role of attention in central and peripheral motion integration, 1367
Temporal aspects of spatial interactions aﬀecting stereo-matching solutions, 3183
Temporal dependence of local motion induced shifts in perceived position, 357
TEMPORAL SEQUENCES
Illusory reversal of temporal order: the bias to report a dimmer stimulus as the ﬁrst, 241
Rotation direction aﬀects object recognition, 1717
TEMPORAL SUMMATION. see SUMMATION, TEMPORAL
TEXTURE PERCEPTION
Backward masking and the central performance drop, 2587
Beyond fourth-order texture discrimination: generation of extreme-order and statistically-balanced textures, 2187
Binary and ternary textures containing higher-order spatial correlations, 1093
Cross-orientation summation in texture segregation, 2567
Discrimination of oriented visual textures by poultry chicks, 83
Is there opponent-orientation coding in the second-order channels of pattern vision? 3145
Sensitivity to curvatures in orientation-based texture segmentation, 257
Some observations on the eﬀects of slant and texture type on slant-from-texture, 1511
Texture segregation by motion under low luminance levels, 157
Texture segregation in traumatic brain injury – a VEP study, 2835
Theory of texture discrimination of based on higher-order perturbations in individual texture samples, 2179
A visual mechanism tuned to black, 3223
When is scene identiﬁcation just texture recognition? 2301
THRESHOLD. see CONTRAST SENSITIVITY; DETECTION THRESHOLD; INCREMENT
THRESHOLD
TRANSPARENCY
Apparent 3-D image perceived from luminance-modulated two 2-D images displayed at diﬀerent depths, 785
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Blindness to inconsistent local signals in motion transparency from oscillating dots, 2207
The eﬃciency of depth discrimination for non-transparent and transparent stereoscopic surfaces, 2253
Lightness constancy through transparency: internal consistency in layered surface representations, 1827
Motion transparency promotes synchronous perceptual binding, 3073
The oblique plaid eﬀect, 489
The peculiar nature of simultaneous colour contrast in uniform surrounds, 1765
Perceptual-binding and persistent surface segregation, 2885
TRANSPLANTATION
Axotomized mouse retinal ganglion cells containing melanopsin show enhanced survival, but not enhanced axon
regrowth into a peripheral nerve graft, 2667
Preservation of vision following cell-based therapies in a model of retinal degenerative disease, 2559
The relationship between full ﬁeld electroretinogram and perimetry-like visual thresholds in RCS rats during
photoreceptor degeneration and rescue by cell transplants, 9
TRITANOPIA. see DICHROMACY
VELOCITY. see MOTION PERCEPTION, SPEED SENSITIVITY
VERGENCE. see EYE MOVEMENTS, VERGENCE
VERNIER ACUITY. see HYPERACUITY
VESTIBULO-OCULAR EYE MOVEMENTS. see EYE MOVEMENTS, VESTIBULO-
OCULAR
VISUAL AWARENESS
Adaptation to apparent motion in crowding condition, 925
VISUAL DIRECTION
Eye movements in reading isolated words: evidence for strong biases towards the center of the screen, 321
VISUAL DISAPPEARANCE
The blanking phenomenon: a novel form of visual disappearance, 993
Linking motion-induced blindness to perceptual ﬁlling-in, 2857
Sound-aided recovery from and persistence against visual ﬁlling-in, 1907
VISUAL FIELD
Development of a viewing strategy during adaptation to an artiﬁcial central scotoma, 2691
Eﬀect of stimulus localisation on motion-onset VEP, 2989
Illusory motion reversal is caused by rivalry, not by perceptual snapshots of the visual ﬁeld, 2653
Inﬂuence of age, speed and duration of monotonous driving task in traﬃc on the driver’s useful visual ﬁeld, 2737
Reducing noise in suspected glaucomatous visual ﬁelds by using a new spatial ﬁlter, 839
The relationship between full ﬁeld electroretinogram and perimetry-like visual thresholds in RCS rats during
photoreceptor degeneration and rescue by cell transplants, 9
VISUAL FIELD, FILLING-IN
Contour interpolation revealed by a dot localization paradigm, 1799
A laminar cortical model for 3D perception of slanted and curved surfaces and of 2D images: development,
attention, and bistability, 1147
Linking motion-induced blindness to perceptual ﬁlling-in, 2857
Separation of edge detection and brightness perception, 1919
Sound-aided recovery from and persistence against visual ﬁlling-in, 1907
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Suppressive eﬀect of sustained low-contrast adaptation followed by transient high-contrast on peripheral target
detection, 449
Unveiling the foveal blue scotoma through an afterimage, 377
VISUAL FIELD, SUPPRESSION
Suppressive eﬀect of sustained low-contrast adaptation followed by transient high-contrast on peripheral target
detection, 449
VISUAL SEARCH
Combining information in diﬀerent color-coding mechanisms to facilitate visual search, 2971
A dynamic model of how feature cues guide spatial attention, 501
The footprints of visual attention during search with 100% valid and 100% invalid cues, 1193
How fast can you change your mind? The speed of top-down guidance in visual search, 1411
A neurodynamical cortical model of visual attention and invariant object recognition, 621
Poor encoding of position by contrast-deﬁned motion, 1985
The roles of distractor noise and target certainty in search: A signal detection model, 1235
The spatial distribution of visual attention, 1273
Target selection and the superior colliculus: goals, choices and hypotheses, 1445
Visual search in clutter, 1217
VISUOMOTOR CONTROL
The induced Roelofs eﬀect: two visual systems or the shift of a single reference frame? 603
Spatial distortions and processing latencies in the onset repulsion and Fro¨hlich eﬀects, 577
VISUOMOTOR INTEGRATION
Models of the mechanism underlying perceived location of a perisaccadic ﬂash, 2799
Target selection and the superior colliculus: goals, choices and hypotheses, 1445
WAVELENGTH DISCRIMINATION. see COLOR DISCRIMINATION
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